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Dinosaurs of the constellation! 
  I’ve forgotten to panic. 
The swings bird in the current 
  And I protest the assault on the bubbles. 
Let us invoke the broken dragonfly: 
  Do those letters in the grass exist? 
What does the mountain stream resemble? 
  Laughs and frowns cannot be detached. 
In one revolution avenge every human who has died 

(As long as the obscenity of the trees persists). 
Take my basket of jungles, silks and prism light; 
  Fill up the mold shaped by a difficult, gentle smell. 
Have you ever worn human flesh? 
  Soon the earth will disgorge new institutions: 
The zoo of deviants and schools with concave floors. 
  Rollercoasters will take us to plays performed 
By animals.  Back to my subject: 

A hairy umbrella never imagines unwindows. 



 
 

The Shape of the Universe 
 
 
 
Out of the tree onto the roof 
The black tile burns and melts 
I’m falling through I holler help 
Bang my head on a stone comet 
Cartwheel and spin the other way 
Barely miss--what a rush!--the 
Point of a niggigloboddie spire, 
Catch my breath and bounce 
On a trampoline of jelly and sand: 
Grab hold of a pimbo pombo 
Who waits in arrogant acquiescence 
Despondently euphoric.  Stumbling 
Down the rocky coast of eternity 
I swing reach grasp for a cunt 
Can’t clasp the featherly flesh 
Of the last object I slip off… 
 



Furious Meditation 
 
 

 
Farther up the highroad 
perched on cliffbranch 
the bowl of molten hues 
a swimming pool of fish 
or a hot tub of flesh 
slippery and wily presses 
my head between two thighs. 
 
And so the river spoke: 
Experience comes in shards 
stuck in the eye.  Revolution 
splits the form and content 
of the animal kingdom asunder 
releasing the soft volcanoes. 
 
Sylvan nymphs and matted grass 
assume personality in proportion 
as the bowl spills noisy mobs 
unraveling the future, revealing 
nothing on closer inspection. 
 
As spite drips and eats away 
the cavern, nonsense finances 
the past of those who fuck death, 
and creative garbage lines the sky. 
 
Who cares if a garden grows 
in a symphony, if a city forms 
in a tepee?  Well crafted slime. 
 
Monks of the information age: 
Our rubbery rebellion will construct 
 
a model virus with colored pieces. 

 



Medieval Hymn 
 
 
 

Zasterbald the hero felled the agents of Sway 
After the butterflies and bloodcrested Paynims 
Had taken the brunt of the chemical assault. 
I who shine of fermented dew, staggering, warn: 
Devote your efforts to climbing your rhythms 
(Thus the stream-corridor zigzagging downward 
Stopped in midstream and warned).  Are insights 
Balls?  Fish the Trampeen “it’s a very good fish.” 
Humans fit together in chains; are insights balls? 
Both countries do what they can to relieve themselves, 
Said Batman weaving the tapestry, fundamentally 
Hungry.  Beauty, say the mad (who work very hard 
At being mad), is the perfection of the ugly. 
In the igloo’s hearth, the fire worships the ice.



 
Shaky Jungle 

 
 
 
Can’t distinguish our bodies from the bed 
  Evidently sleeping with another woman, 
Mistaking the climax for the arousal. 
  We pass through the door of melancholy 
Into the room of monogamy and eagerly 
  Shed our clothes onto the floor of forks. 
Listen, man of the hundred waters 
  And the ear of peace: you for whom 
Straight lines are godless and immoral, 
  I reject your god and your morality 
But not your rage--your puddles of colors 
  Dripping upward prophesy the hurricane of semen. 
In the attic of anger stuffed with boxes of ferms 
  Articulating muffled growls and cries of the pterodactyl 
A flower, bruised and bending from the graze 
  Of a hammer and sickle, grows erect with 
Sweetened vigor and speaks in tones ancient and female: 
  Descend my friends into the basement of blood 
Floorless and warm; emerge glistening 
  Into the hallway of hope and the kitchen 
Of lust, where the stove of lies 
  Browns and forms a loaf of clamor, dank and wild. 



Ode with Tail 
 
 
 

Orange oil wells up singingly yet 
Contempt causes love and love contempt. 
  Hail Holy Dissonance, Ahoy! Ahoy! 
    Tighten up the Zigg’rat it’s crashing I’m dead. 
 
Observe the female in the dress of diamonds and grass 
Exposing her back to the ass and the breasts, 
  Soft eyes.  Girl, why tie your hair to the tree 
    With such nasty facility? 
 
Mozart’s cello concerto towers burnished 
Grows hair and lurks in troubled corners. 
  (I can play any role you please.)  Art: 
    Her blondwired armpit against the beachblue sun in 
 
Nice inspired Angelico’s Goldetchedrays in the Uffizi. 
Sex: “My sister’s cunt has bigger labia than yours.” 
  “A quizzical paradox!” clicked the frozen man 
    Rocking to a halt, a crying statue crumbling. 
 
The Dow Jones industrial average closed its 
Doors today ‘cause hoary Winter’s whiskers 
  Blasting icy missiles send us on our way 
    To Pluto’s house.  Here panthers nudge past 
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Hieronymian Anthem 

 
 
 

Ostenray says: How the great poets would have envied our age, 
The last (my pieces of poetry are well sealed in the freezer). 

Damn all those shit-kickin’ ass-whippin’ stuffed animals 
(“Figgle d’firbcrerl arrhop the fansheen onjon squowl!”) 

Today I have a confession to make 
But I won’t make it. 

Breathing glorious confusion 
We behold the wondrous escalator of Marma 

“Ain’t sure if it’s goin’ up or down, Bessie-Jane.” 
Just relax and breathe deeply. 

Rising female dust punches me like ammonia 
But feels oh so good. 

Pictures of rotting fruit, flowers with penises. 
What more do you want? 

Black is clarity is yellow--Ouch! 
The winter in the window scraped me 

By a whiff of tinkling pine needles suddenly. 
Now on whiskey-weird cushions in the tabernacky 

After mountain journey we assemble in smoke 
Before the congress of the clawed roulette wheel 

Who says, Bathe in mud daily 
And investigate the genitals of Death 

(On your own time).  Title of upcoming poem: 
Dialogue between pregnant German slave and Roman centurion 
(In Latin and Germanic on a battlefield in the Vosges).



 
                         Melancholy Departure 
 
 
 
 
                    They look like people--they are true humans but 
                     With brains of animal capacity, the cat/dog sort. 
                    Frightened deer they fuck you and flee. 
                   “Duh...I don’t know, Arch.” “C’mon Moose, 
                  Veronica’s hot for you--now’s your chance!” 
                 “But she’ll--GULP--grab me all over!”  They 
                Sob smile and nestle but cannot speak. 
               The humimals lick each other clean; twitching 
              On intrusion their eyes and bodies scatter. 
             “I want to stop in this pet shop, Moose!” 
            “A package of parakeet seeds please!” “Duh...far out! 
           I didn’t know they had such things as parakeet seeds!” 
          Withdrawing my fingers from her as silently as 
         A canoe appearing from behind a riverbush, 
        I declare the humimals the first nudivists. 
       “Juggie’s always first in line for lunch! 
      How does he do it?” “His internal clock has an 
     Early-warning lunch system!”  Words that wield moons, 
    Multiple personalities perched on tree branches, 
   Ice cubes of suffering, garbage dump of brilliant colors, 
  Which is modern life: I give these to the humimals 
 In vain.  “Here she comes, Moose!” “YIKE!” 
“He’s making a break for it!” “Wanna bet? 
 C’mere loverboy!” “GAAA!” “SMACK! SMOOCH! 
  SLURP!”  Dancing vegetables, eternal children, 
   Elderly men who blink uncomprehendingly, 
    You will forget me but I will not forget your blood 
     And your erections.  “Where’s Jughead, Big Ethel?” 
      “He and Veronica smacked into each other!” 
       As Dilton says, “Haste makes tomato paste!



Truncated Whitefish 
 
 
 

Evolving smells hike the mountain bluebirds console the crying sky. 
The ocean demands that elitist tropical fish restore all colors to their rightful place. 
  For a wooh- wooh- world proletarian revolution! (after a good fuck). 

  Urban pollution unveils the masterpiece of nature. 
         Dear Grandma, for our geography class we were exposed to the elements. 
         Bow wow wow yippio yippiay bow wow yippio yippiay. 
                   Hmph!  Me Indian.  You white man.  We no like you here. 
                   We’re off to see the Wizard, the wonderful Wizard of Oz. 
                      Confucius say: He who fly in chocolate airplane risk melting in sun. 
                      Boil the unconscious until tender to the touch. 
                    All around the mulberry bush the monkey chased the weasel. 
                    I want a nuclear war and I want it now! 
                  Colliding banks shatter the wooden plants colliding in the banks. 
                  The universe is an alchemical laboratory that blew up. 
             Helpless human-flesh fish (hairy) jerk about the feet of the retarded king. 

             The aphrodisiacal production of tires unpeels the skin of fear. 
                   Instructions: Arrange lines in any order in pairs with varying margins. 
                   Gymnosophists practice boredom with their clothes off. 
        Hallucinating on sea water I sail home in the female belly. 
        Old MacDonald had a farm, Ee-igh ee-igh oh! 
           Municipal janitors, smoking, sweep broken rainbows off the tiled beach. 
           The hills are alive with the sound of music. 
                 Do you know what a jestocracy is?  No.  Government by clowns! 
                 Praying mantises march in formation and the jury’s a-prayin’. 
Rudolph the red-nosed reindeer had a very shiny nose. 
Check your favorite smell: ( ) gasoline  ( ) marijuana  ( ) female sexual response 
          Don’t worry, my lesbian opera in Hungarian will feature nudity on stage. 

          Unzip this line of poetry to see Plato pop out tumescent. 

 



 
The Short Poem 

 
 
 

The purpose of poetry is to please, anger and be 
Valid.  Shut up!  Splice Johnson into the foray. 
“Alice, I told you before and I’ll tell you again, 
The ability to simultaneously attract and repel 

 
Plays tennis with suns.” 

 
In the battle of trees and concepts   *       * 

 *       *       *       *    Yugoslavian breasts.1 
“Boy, what Berg did--“  “And he saw fire too.” 
Shnipshnop shnipshnop, ballyhooed Jasper. 

 
1 passage illegible











 
The Ecological Poem 

 
 
 

The earth is mad 
loudly threatening dissolution 

in the happy rabbit field 
it shakes 

 
We are a sea of people 

brandishing the purple defiance 
we’ll flood the streets 
and put the sun on trial



 



 
The Radical Apple 

 
 
 

Thelp!  Our hunted pleasures release 
upon eating balls of energy, charged 
seadust obscuring the enfolding sun. 
 
The swollen nipple’s invisible fountain 
burns the eyes.  Only its taste realigns 
the world, only the breast’s argument wins. 
 
So after a meal of transparent food 
we embarked on the desire of the wild, 
we collapsed before the lips of the grove. 
 
Does this mean we made no progress? 
Hell no!  By stripping off our clothes 
we traveled farther than lava smashing acorns. 
 
Memorize the data of the nervous egg; 
if it falls on the ground, then pick it up. 
In asy case the Amazonians are listening. 
 
Jason recovered the Golden Fleece 
and I don’t give a damn!  Just because 
Astorwart flipped the star-trap doesn’t mean 
 
the following rules don’t apply: First, 
to be radical is to seek the hidden heat, 
the stormy, gaping lubricated animal. 
 
Second, wear ideas that require an effort 
not to take off but to keep on--you may 
alarm a few tree bankers but it’s worth it. 
 
Third, organize a ceremony of oil and flesh 
in a chamber woven with strands of the past, 
a ceremony of shrieking veins and slow rain. 
 
Finally, join the painful theater of nakedness, 
menstruation, collapsing gardens and panic, 
for this is experience which crushes time. 



 
Those Indefatigable Jumping Rubies 

 
 
 
They have been multiplying unabatedly, 
  International in scope, on a collision 
Course with state power’s solid city 
  And the sewn-up matrix.  Just forge 
A red path through the white--you have to 
  Sort people out, build the support group. 
When will the genitals be looked upon 
  As a flower, when will they have the weight 
Of the city?  When will people screw with 
  The insect’s industry and the car’s shine? 
When will we cry like the bullshit and work 
  Like the plant?  Or the electron? 
Watch out!  I smell the coral...I’m going to 
  Walk down the aisle and observe each one of you 
To make sure none of you whips out the fife, 
  Presuming anyone would want to go to jail 
Deliberately; don’t you know the dangers 
  Of strategic music and the wet journey? 
The solar turtle is the symbol of our land, 
  The pepper tree of our enemy: take heed 
That the caves our manned and the ritual 
  Of the blood crystals observed; wrap on 
The robes that mimic the fire and dance 
  If you are forbidden, sleep if you are not. 
Life is only worth it if the stream sets itself 
  Ablaze and the plants sprout sticky words 
Revealing the precise realm of knowledge 
  Unrevealed, or the taboo.  All philosophy 
Hitherto has been the philosophy of death-- 
  One works at it until one dies--except 
The philosophy which teaches the systematic 
  Violation of law and order.  Until then 
Follow no tradition and take the dangerous 
  Voyage through the larger birth canal.



 
Sex and the Bomb 

 
 
 
Kiss I got dry-bombed: for moldy eternity 
Oxen driving me through the dirt, your ass, 
Those strawberry comets, your wet bosom, 
Blanket of laden cement, the flesh, fuck! 
Texture of mercury, machine-tested porpoise, 
Stop-sign petulance, subjects for a novel 
Set in an amusement park, the usual fare. 
Anxiety, I love your pumping station. 
 
We live in a world where slamming the-- 
Man I love your body--causes death. 
Mommy told me that before the flash 
Blue balls will sit in the sky for hours. 
Then steel girders will grow resentful 
And quit, planes will stumble in the sky, 
And the sidewalk will rise up to meet us: 
The asteroid army on Wichingold plain.



 
The Story Poem 

 
 
 
A Kooky Bird room with two ethical beds. 
My friend, his woman, my lust-cramp: 
Fire-hair, El Greco body-stretched, eyes 
Of polished shit, brows of felled trees. 
Tezdezda drains out the side door 
To female herself, and we are emptied. 
Ang says, “She needs a hooker this afternoon.” 
“Are you willing to shell out fifty bucks?” 
“This is the city’s gutter--they’re cheaper.” 
Ang phones the room fills with Tezdezda again 
I observe a water glass fatten with rum. 
“Here, Tez.”  She drinks the glass, the sweet 
Lubricant in one smiling gulp.  Legs folded 
She sinks back in the chair, waiting, bride 
Of Pygmalion, for both of us?  Golden 
Confusion offers Tezdezda, naked, a black 
River coursing around and upward through 
The thighs and over the glowing wires 
Coiled on the animal mouth, dizzying, proud. 
She seems to be modeling, with her racing-car 
Scarf--(the door knocks!)--Simeon the sex-obsessed, 
Old friend with a cunt in his brain, enters, 
Two women also, the “women”?  No, they are 
The neighbor’s friends, at the door adjacent, 
Which receives them, the passage to the bathroom, 
Anging and Tezdezding now the drinking 
Secret pleasures, then tumbles down the room 
Laughing, everything’s turning and combining. 
Simeon finds his rosy frog in the organ room 
Squeaking.  Like children they sit abed, now 
A double bed, Tezdezda’s erect, guiding 
Simeon’s hand, and I look more closely, stoned, 
She has a frog just like us, not a lot smaller, 
Alert yet dozing, right above the cave’s 
Mossy entrance.  She’d said she was going away, 
Now I don’t care, standing awkward in my clothes. 
Thus ends the story, when it cannot proceed further, 
Even though I know I will have to join them, 
Stuck as we are in the button of life.



 
31 July 1987 
 
Dear Mishta Cesa: 
 
Wizzlebam up the nut-fiend oftentimes surgery slams 
against the hip.  “Oh daddy, let’s go down to the beach” 
but the sun splashing in the sand “shuts down at six.” 
 
Showed her my bedsheets skin-colored texture of owls, 
and the Persian pillows.  The pubic nature bubblegums the 
news by scrubbing fire in the healing center, explains the 
art of supple couples dressed during the hills.  Pleasant 
arms, or the sky-ball’s on fire.  “If I did live with you, 
I’d merely feel wasted too!” 
 
The rainbow melts into raindrops. 
 
Very truly yours, 

Miller 
Miller 
 
P.S. The birth-fruit shines.





 
Flaminghorn 

 
 
 
screeches to a halt! 
Good soldier who snaps in place 
at the whistle of anxiety. 
 
the cobalt love shack 
to forget the livelihood 
and quivering harpoon. 
If I die in this hotel 
will you love me? 
and the enemy patterns-- 
vvrroom the speedboat! 
finger’s pushing up 
through me floor and furniture. 
 
bring me your drug 
(eye) breasts (eye) 
and the smiling accident. 
Pressing up 
against the window of the past 
flat hairy lips 
the Indo-European uprising 
surviving in this fragment: 
 

Pile of moons and stars melts 
Milk from four talons caught 
Polished by sleep I smell the sky 
A woman in heat stares



 
Toy 
 
 
 
All new Wonder Worm! 
Bad mood yellow sty 
Help us Mr. Engineer, 
Parts included, swishy signals! 

Stop your thoughts and feel the thrill 
as the dally-shirt finishes jumping, 
corning in the bush with Indian braids 
--and the smell of a stable--Dad’ll love it! 
 Bash the monkey in the head 
  Fully sturdy slippery fun 
   Hard curved helmets (so ghosty girl 
    chases farmers) frazzle guaranteed! 
   Hey straw face!  What’s that there 
  in your jacket--you’re coming with me. 
 And Foamy Fred ended all stormy, 
Wrapped in cartoons, hanging on a hook.



 
  October Poem 
 
 
 
the strangle-tree returns 
she invites coffee wine in my hand 
banana music stretches pretty on the sofa 
disorganized lust twists the open belly 
when the leaves is to speak in fire 
churning honey confined in space 
food furniture dark and heavy 
tons of trains, I’ve decided 
“Fockeristic loves Timberg” 
“Oh absolutely”  “Want another fuzz-box?” 
yes and she eyes her bed eerily 
“No thanks, I should go” 
she didn’t drink up the music 
I ask only that the bee be barking 
when the rose grew



 
  Mozart 
 
 
 
Lips, lustier than fins, lazier than legs 
Unhinging, convulsing sap, oh amphibian fun 
An edible string tautens and collapses 
You ghostfucker of soft tiger flesh! 
 
Pool tables tiny as baby cribs 
Filled with hot greet oil--liquid time 
And the letters bobbing up and down 
In rhythm to military march music 
 
Sirens and trophies and rhinoceri and 
You and vegetable symphonies, together 
Jostle for attention, break out of the egg, 
And sing the song of the jungle machine







 
Congress 

 
 
 

nipple smoking 
soft jail flapping 

frank senator fainting 
royal scorpion squirting 
stern Ayatollah whistling 
eternal guerilla singing 
toxic pumpkin flashing 

mustard mushroom



 



 
Variations on a Theme of the Sea 

 

 

 

Swarming sky of shiny tar discharges 
 Stars in the milky sea my face swells 
Elongates into a prow the ship explodes 
 Forth into the sails’ veins I blow hot wind 
Screaming my way through jellied dreams 
 Dancing matter shoots from a million cannons 
Lurching for the round and boneless island 
 Big headless animal tremulous breast split 
By a flashing cleft the waterfall boiling 
 Between ruby rocks and confused curious 
Trees bending after me as I slip past 
 Burrowing down the scaly womb the bloody hole. 
 
Flashing hole of the bloody sky slips 
 Tar in the shiny stars the sea discharges 
Swells into my face the prow elongates 
 Forth into the ship’s sails I explode milky 
Veins burrowing the wind through my hot way 
 Swarming dreams blow from jellied matter 
Screaming the million round cannons 
 Boneless big island headless animal tremulous 
Dancing breast the cleft lurching between 
 The waterfall split by confused ruby 
Rocks boiling after me as I shoot past 
 Bending down the curious trees the scaly womb. 
 
Flashing hole of the bloody womb slips past 
 Trees on the scaly rocks the waterfall shoots 
Blows into the cleft the breast explodes 
 Forth in the animal’s island I elongate into 
Curious cannons burrowing through confused dreams 
 The dancing way swells from a ruby wind 
Bending after the split and tremulous veins 
 Big headless sails boneless ship rounded 
By a swarming prow my face boiling 
 Between a million seas and hot jellied 
Stars lurching after me as I discharge matter 
 Screaming down the milky tar the shiny sky. 





 
Black Cat 

 
 
 
Time’s fierce rival, 
The slalom skier, 
Tempts, tests, teases, 
Trounces it. 
 
A snow dancer, 
He tangos downhill, 
Whizzing by tall flags, 
The fluttering stalks. 
 
He is a human needle 
Threading each gate, 
A human arrow 
Shooting past the possible. 
 
A golden leopard, 
Intent on its mission, 
Knife clenched in teeth, 
Blows bugles of fish. 
 
Asleep with depression, 
The leopard, cube-shaped, 
Bores with its hanging speed. 
I want a black cat. 



Multiple Choice 
 
 
 

Blow up the dance on the butternut: 
 

1.  In the gingerbread house, the nuggets control 
(a) the world 
(b) your walkie-talkie personality 
(c) a triumphant army 
(d) the scones 

 
2.  On Mr. Intensity’s planet 

(a) I am a potato farm 
(b) they’re going to dung some weird 
(c) I have all these animals I want to eat 
(d) What is food? 

 
3.  As a child, I 

(a) placed ice cubes on light bulbs 
(b) pulled fire alarms in hotel hallways 
(c) splashed paint in fans 
(d) played dead in the street 

 
4.  When the sun’s chain pulls the moon after it 

(a) mishgabom a toy toy 
(b) Apartheid screeches to a halt 
(c) I pull the lever on the sausage machine 
(d) and the earth broils 

 
5.  When the black dot is unfriendly 

(a) the red smear is proud 
(b) the fucian fish sneth 
(c) a thought coughs 
(d) music is shiny hard and oily 



 
Poem with Teeth 

 
 
 

Ride around the when you help the ruby men 
 Do squeeze a would. 
 
Penis sang in pullulating them stapled 
 Go for it! 
 
Live wire oh baby talk jeweler’s vise 
 And what’s more... 
 
I popped the silver minutes if they come 
 A’bustin’ down the door.



 
 Ad 

 
 

 
Ever wonder why the smashed window 
Reveals joy among the fragments? 

 
Or why those plastic pieces of fire 
Burn you with the angry wine? 

 
If we talk, you listen.  Try us. 
 
LLLLLLLL           SSSSSSSSSSSSSS DDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
LLLLLLLL          SSSSSSSSSSSSSSS DDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
LLLLLLLL         SSSSSSSS         DDDDDD    DDDDDD 
LLLLLLLL         SSSSSSSS         DDDDDD    DDDDDD 
LLLLLLLL         SSSSSSSSSSSSSSS  DDDDDD    DDDDDD 
LLLLLLLL          SSSSSSSSSSSSSSS DDDDDD    DDDDDD 
LLLLLLLL                 SSSSSSSS DDDDDD    DDDDDD 
LLLLLLLL                 SSSSSSSS DDDDDD    DDDDDD 
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL SSSSSSSSSSSSSSS  DDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL SSSSSSSSSSSSSS   DDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
 

...Because the truth is important.



 
Stramm 

 
 
 
to 
 

suck 
 

stranger 
 

help 
 

now 
 
no 
 
! 
 

(sigh) 


